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Every heart is a book in which hundreds of chapters are written from the time of birth to many go unread, few chapters leave lasting impression of a person in someone’s soul for after all we all are bonded by love and separated by love.

‘When i think of the distance in miles, i feel you are staying pretty far apart...When i look into the skies and think, you and i live beneath the same sky, then you come more closer to my heart’...
A Heart Attack! ! !

Every day in my diary, i write a thing or two about you, i don't see you anymore, still you somehow make it through, everything that happened is still so fresh in my mind, though it is painful, i can't leave these memories behind.

I still remember the way i used to play with your hair, and friends watching used to say 'What a beautiful pair', the way we used to run around holding our hand on streets, the way we used to dance in nightclubs listening to beats.

Everything seemed fine, until one day i tried to be over smart, i never thought that my prank could forever break my heart, it was April 1st and i asked my friend to make you fool, by saying 'tell her I'm dead and that would be so cool'.

Thinking it was true, you ran with tears filling your eyes, i was waiting at home, thinking of giving you a surprise, when you never turned up, i thought of ending this game, i called to your number and life never remained the same.

Your servant answered the phone saying you were hit by a truck, as u crossed the road, beneath those wheels you got stuck, as i ran to the hospital, i saw you lying on the bed in ICU, doctors were saying it is hard for you to make it through.

My body started to shiver as many fears crept into my head, Oh Lord! Please take my soul away and leave her instead, it was my mistake and she has got nothing to do with it, don't take her away from me and be a reason for our split.

As i sat next to her, with a smile she said you are my life, no matter how many times I'm born, I'll always be your wife, it's time for me to go, but don't you cry thinking about me, I'm always with you and someday again in heaven we will see.

As i kissed her forehead, i could see her closing her eyes, her soul was leaving her body and entering into the skies, i could do nothing than watch my angel being taken back, now every beat of my broken heart seems like 'A heart attack.'
Kumar Kumar
A Love Story In Seven Days! !!

On the first day i saw her, i gave her a cute little smile, wondering whether she could stay with me for a while, my eyes seemed to follow her wherever she used to go, she was no more a stranger whom i saw few moments ago.

On the second day, i asked whether can i be your friend, she smiled and said, yes if my broken heart u could mend, we shook our hands and thats when i felt her soft touch, i never felt like leaving her hand, b'coz i liked it so much.

On the third day, i gave her a gift as it was her Birthday, opening the gift, for a moment nothing she could say, she knew that she had a very special place in my heart, but she did not say anything and that night we remained apart.

On the fourth day kneeling down i said to her 'i love you', she was silent for few seconds wondering what should i do, looking into her eyes, i knew her love for me was also true, with a smile she turned and said to me'I Love You Too'.

On the Fifth day, we went out on our first date hugging tight, the candle was lit and everything seemed perfect that night, looking into our eyes, we were lost in a world of our own, nothing disturbed us, as in our dreams we were left alone.

On the sixth day, holding a ring i asked 'Will you marry me', she smiled and said, it's with you whom i forever want to be, the day was chosen, we exchanged our rings and we kissed, we thanked god all day for giving us what we really missed.

On the seventh day, i asked her 'Do you love me still' with a tear from her eye, she said 'I Do and forever i will', As years went by, we loved one another in all possible ways, that's how we ended up with this 'A Love Story In Seven Days'.
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A Million Kisses To You! !!

I trusted you with all my heart and handed it over to you, after you promised to fill it with love all the way through, you said i won't regret b'coz i have come to the right place, where i would find roses minus thorns in this lovely space.

I made you to rule my heart like a king ruling his kingdom, making you to take all the decisions with atmost freedom, you opened the gates of heaven for me to walk through, for which i’m always grateful and a thousand thanks to you.

I came blindly behind thinking my heart was in safe hands, doing whatever you wanted and obliging to all ur commands, you showed all the happiness that could be felt and seen, in your company, even the deserts seemed beautiful and green.

You filled my nights with the most beautiful of the dreams, me lying on her lap listening to the magical river streams, it all felt so real that i never wanted to wake up from sleep, b'coz the happiness it brought ran hundreds of mile deep.

While i was dreaming, i never saw you leaving my heart, its when i woke up, i saw the pieces of my heart lying apart, the promise of being forever was broken along with my trust, the gardens of heaven had vanished leaving my heart to rust.

If you're wondering whom am i talking about, its u , please come back b'coz you mean more than the heaven above, i need you in my heart, a place that is so empty without you, where ever you are come back and 'A Million Kisses To You'.
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Always Give It A Try! ! !

Today morning i saw an old man crawling on the ground, he had no legs, yet he wasn't seeking any help around, looking at me he smiled but i did not understand why, what i understood was, life is not as hard as it seems, 'So I Should Always Give It A try'...

Moving ahead, i saw a woman walking with a stick in hand, she was blind, and did not know where her feet would land, she too had a smile on her face, and i did not know why, what i understood was, there isn't any darkness in life, 'So I Should always Give It A Try'...

Moving ahead, i saw a little boy with his clothes torn, still he never complained as to why he was made to born, he too smiled at me, and i did not understand as to why, what i understood was, there is always something in life, 'So I Should Always Give It A Try'...

Moving ahead, i saw a child holding a pen with her feet, she had no arms, yet her words on the book was so sweet, looking at me she smiled and i did not understand why, what i understood was, there is always a hope in life, 'So I Should Always Give It A Try'...

Moving ahead, i saw a mother crying pounding her chest, her baby has some heart problem and is a few days guest, the baby was still smiling and i did not understand why, what i understand was, death may come at anytime in life, 'So I should Always Give It A Try'...

Don't get old with regrets for things not done or spoken, always live your life with a smile even if your heart is broken, Don't waste time in looking for answers for your why's, Life is a mountain hard to scale, and the one who succeeds, Is the One who Tries....
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Once a lovely monument of love was built in my little heart,
your face was drawn on its walls to make it look like an art,
every brick symbolized the deepest of love i had for you,
even the heaven seemed subdued in front of my monuments view.

Every brick of happiness was carefully chosen to be placed,
at the center of my heart for all the sadness to be erased,
If you carefully watch, on every brick you can see a picture,
of the times we had been together dreaming about our future,

All the bricks seems red b'coz i painted them with my blood,
i was so madly in love that foolishness flowed like a flood,
though i was afraid of heights, i kept on building them high,
for i dreamt of placing you on those stars shining up in sky.

A piece of my heart lies on every brick that has been used,
so when you hear them say i love you, don't look confused,
all your smiles, all your promises, all your tricks lies here,
they stand as a testimony for the words you made me to hear.

I had spent many days and nights in building this structure,
it all came crashing down on me when you made that gesture,
by waving your hand, you said goodbye forever and departed,
my heart broken into million pieces and the pain started.

Someday the world in which we live might come crushing down,
but not my love on which these sky high monuments have grown.
having fallen to the depth, and seen all your wicked tricks,
deep down i feel as if 'Being Buried Beneath My Own Bricks'.
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Don'T Ask Why! ! !

Every night when ever i look into the skies,
only your face seems to appear on each star,
though you live in every corner of my heart,
i don't understand why do i feel you are far.

This feeling i have for you is not something new
I have been living like this for many years now,
by loving you, i lost many things and gained few,
i really want to forget you, but i don't know how.

You are not like a passing cloud in my heart,
that graces the sky and then fades away fast,
you have been the sunshine of my life from start,
a light in which i will walk till i breathe my last.

Every prayer i make is incomplete without you,
b'coz you are the only one i ask all the time,
my love for you has always been very very true,
b'coz loving someone with half heart, is a crime.

Everyone keep saying time will heal all the scars,
but i never gave time the chance to heal my heart,
i want you in my heart, like the sky wants its stars,
you are inseparable even though you are miles apart.

Love comes in all forms and touches us in all ways,
for love has got no boundaries, shape nor it can die,
you were my life and not just another passing phase,
So i will always be loving you, and 'Don't Ask Why'
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Earth, Heaven Or In Hell.

As the first ray of the sun, makes its presence felt through the dark skies, my heart just looks for one phrase, to describe the beauty i see in my eyes, even every word in dictionary, would not justify the beauty bestowed on her, she is the beauty personified which leaves an everlasting mark every where.

The world seems to sway to the mystical steps she takes to grace the earth, the dimple that flashes with her smile, simply takes away everyone's breath, even the ever moving time, freezes to see the beauty thats there on display, as she dances through the crowd, people just look at her with utter dismay.

Even the diamonds would fade in comparison, for her beauty can never be priced, her one enchanting touch could heal millions of heart which has been sliced, the ever so painful tears dropping from eyes, for once seem to cry in pleasure, even the pirates of the sea acknowledge, she is the worlds greatest treasure.

Her beauty is like the innocence of a child, uncomplicated yet very graceful, even the heavens seem to reside in her shadows, for they find them so peaceful. The rainbows try to paint across in the seemingly endless horizon of the sky, a picture so perfect, which leaves everyone spellbound with a blink of an eye.

People have been behind love for ages, so that it finds a place in their heart, but her beauty is such that even the love does not want to stay from her apart, Millions of heart have become slave to love, but i guess now it's loves turn, how painful a broken heart could be, its high time love to realize and learn.

She is like a star, whose beauty has been hard to capture in words for ages, One's who tired, just failed as words kept on rolling into millions of pages, if only in this world, the beauty could be seen or told, the way i see or tell, all would realize she is the most beautiful one on 'Earth, Heaven or in Hell'.
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Everyday i stare at you standing at a very far off place, my day is not complete unless and until i see your face, although you have moved on, i am still holding to the past, these feelings i have for you, cannot be forgotten so fast.

I follow every step you take, breath in every air you leave, for every tear that goes from your eyes, i am one who grieve, i no longer can see myself in the mirror, it appears so void, i'm trying to run away, but these things i am unable to avoid.

You got all you wanted in your life, but i'm left here alone, with these tears, everyday i’m fighting a battle of my own. i will always be loving you, till in my heart there is this song, that keeps telling me, my heart is the place where u belong.

For your every smile, thousands of tears goes off my eyes, for every answer i find, hundred of questions seem to arise, walking by the ocean, every color in the sky seems to say, love is a canvas in which the feelings are hard to portray.

The footprints you left behind will always be in my heart, there is a story to tell, when this soul is ready to depart, a story that will be read by many but will only touch a few, my soul will rest in peace forever, if my Story touches you.

Darkness seems to have surrounded me and there is no way out, i will wait all my life but are you going to come, i doubt-the road has ended for me here and everyday i look above, for that heavenly call, so that i can 'Embrace In God's Love'.
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Forever Only My Love Will Stay! ! !

If forgetting you was as easy as loving you, i would never cry, 
i would have moved on with my life and lived like a normal guy, 
there would be no more question marks hanging over my head, nor 
there would be this thought'Why am i alive, i wish i was dead.'

If forgetting you was as easy as loving you, i would never pray, 
there would be more happiness with your thoughts out of my way, 
dreams would no longer wake me up in the middle of the night, 
gazing into the skies, i would never wish to hold onto you tight.

If forgetting you was as easy as loving you, i would never fear, 
every rising sun would bring a smile on my face and not a tear, 
putting back the broken pieces of my heart, i will dance ahead, 
with all the tears gone, my eyes will no longer look dark red.

If forgetting you was as easy as loving you, i would never regret, 
no more looking back and remembering the days i want to forget, 
there would be no more mountains to scale, no more oceans to swim, 
there would be no more harsh feelings even if you start loving him.

If forgetting you was as easy as loving u, i would never fall, 
no more running behind you or waiting for your phone call, 
there would be no more looking at the door you shut on me, 
and no more building of dream homes sitting beside the sea.

Where ever u go, there would always be this voice calling u, 
whenever u try to forget me, it would whisper'I still love u', 
it will make u sad, it will make u cry, it will make you realize, 
only my love is true and other things in your life are just lies.

U can go anywhere u want, can hide in any place you desire, 
my love will never die, it will keep on going higher and higher, 
though you have broken my heart and gone very far away, 
on your mind, in your heart-'Forever Only My love Will Stay.'
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Hide Behind This Casket! ! !

Every morning a boy would run behind a girl and ask,  
i love you madam, can i see the face behind that mask,  
it has been a year or so, since I'm coming behind you,  
still i don't know what's in your mind going through.

You have covered yourself, leaving only open your eyes,  
i truly love you my dear and I'm not like other guys,  
please accept my love, so that i can see the angel behind,  
you are my girl, a girl with beauty and grace combined.

The girl would stare at the boy and then go on her way,  
deep inside he would think, can't she even tell a hey,  
yelling he would say, 'Tomorrow i will be here again',  
i won't leave you, until whats in your heart you explain.

Days went by, but still the girl doesn't reveal her face,  
this romeo is not the one who is giving up this chase,  
he keeps coming day after day, confessing his true love,  
for him, she is his chosen angel sent by god from above.

One morning waiting for her, he felt his heart breaking,  
with time running out rapidly, his heart started aching,  
slowly he was realizing she is not going be by his side,  
so he drank the poison in his hand and committed suicide.

The girl looked around, but couldn't find him any where,  
she asked a man, where is the guy who always stood here,  
the man said, he died and is being carried to burial ground,  
shocked and submerged in grief, her heart stopped to pound.

Running to the graveyard, she saw the casket being lowered,  
bending down, she revealed her face that was always covered,  
I'm so sorry, i should have let you know that i loved you too,  
but i just waited to see whether your love was indeed true.

Suddenly a voice from heaven said 'Hey! My Angel in disguise'  
it is too late now, for my true you should have realized,  
you hid yourself when in my hand i had that flower basket,  
Now you are showing your face but its my turn to 'Hide Behind This Casket'.
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I Always Want You To Be My Mother! ! !

When you gave me birth, you told me i did not even cry,
all the doctors in the cabin were starting to wonder why,
i did not cry because i was very happy you gave me birth
and that god choose you to resurrect me from my death.

Catching hold of you, i learnt everything life could teach,
Seeing you, i dreamt of things that are not within my reach,
U gave me the confidence that even rainbows could be bent,
to live life happily because that's why we are all been sent.

I could see the word tears only in books and not in my eyes,
you kept me so happy, i thought angels don't exist in skies,
there are here in the form of you, to always stay by my side,
to always take me on a joyful ride even on the roughest tide.

No one can sketch boundaries for the love you always give,
for every mistake i do, you always smile and say, I forgive,
What good i did, for god to choose me to be ur beloved son,
although i have my own soul, you always say our souls are one.

I'm not a baby anymore, but you still take care of me so much,
even if your hand is on my head, i still eager for your touch,
you have filled my heart with full of love but i want more,
i feel your love is like a ocean, with still so much to explore.

Everytime you kiss my forehead, and say'Son, I still love you',
i feel so happy inside as if the heaven has passed through,
even if the earth stops rotating or the stars fail to shine,
no other love on this earth or heaven, could be seen so divine.

You are everything to me and everything i could ask god for,
your love will sail in my heart, whether you are near or far,
i don't wish god to give me money, fame or richness, rather-
i wish every time i am born, 'I Always Want You To Be My Mother'.
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I Will Stay Right Beside You! ! ! !

Last night the heavens opened up and an angel came down, she had a magic wand and on her head there was a crown, walking on the bright lights with her wings spread out, she looked like a girl whom once i couldn't live without.

Folding her wings, she sat beside me looking into my eyes, slowly she whispered 'Honey! I'm your angel in disguise', sorry i had to leave you alone but i had no other choice, i had to go as everyday i was hearing the deaths voice.

I know how painful it is to live without me by your side, god had reserved a seat, and i had to take the heavens ride, you fulfilled my every wish, so i had no unfinished work here, in the end, i had to set my painful soul free and disappear.

With you, i have spent the most beautiful moments of my life, you loved me so much and i was fortunate to be your wife, never did you let a tear to come out of my beautiful eyes, you always compared me to the stars shining in the skies.

I know forever you will shower me with your endless love, don't you ever forget that I'm also watching you from above, I'm just waiting for the day when we will be together again, until that day, i want you to live your life without any pain.

God has given me everything-I'm happily living over there, i want you also to be happy, so stop searching me in Ur tear, without me i know it is hard to move on but you have too, I'm not going anywhere, forever 'I Will Stay Right Beside You'.
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I'M An Adopted Son Of Tears...

The first tear that came from my eyes, is still my best friend, it consoles me whenever i feel like i have reached the end, it gives me company whenever i feel lonely in the night, once it comes out, like a feather my heart becomes light.

Sitting in darkness, every night i search for you in my tears, they welcome my steps as i walk up and down the stairs, like a haunted soul, i just wander about and sit on a chair, as i close my eyes, my lips move to offer you another prayer.

So many dreams i had dreamt of being with you till the end, living a life happily with you being my wife and best friend, never did i wish to see a tear from your mesmerizing eyes, i would do anything, even give up my life to end your cries.

With so much of love to give, i thought you will forever stay, but all you did was to move away from me, only to betray, though you stayed only for a while, you still hold control, over my heart, and the love that lives deep within my soul.

Be it happiness or sadness, a tear is always there in my eye, b'coz i still remember the day when you left me high and dry, when i saw you for the very first time, out of joy i just cried, when u left me alone, another tear rolled out and i just died.

Though you have abandoned me, you still live in my prayers, the tear you left behind, consoles when no one else cares, the pain of my broken heart has crippled me over the years, still i don't feel alone anymore b'coz now 'I'm An Adopted Son Of Tears'
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I'M Still Living In Your Dreams! ! !

Every night in my subconscious mind a dream is seen,
life is taking me to a world where i have never been,
a world full of angels, a world filled with many stars,
a world of happiness and no one seem to have any scars.

Walking on thin air, and looking at all the beautiful faces,
i was wondering where god was hiding such exotic places,
looking around, i saw an cute angel quietly smiling at me,
the brightness on her face seemed as vast as the calm sea.

As i got close, i saw a tear crawling on her sweet cheek,
she wanted to say something but she was unable to speak,
leaning forward, she placed her hand on my perplexed face,
her cold touch all of a sudden made my heart beat to race.

Holding onto her hand, i looked into her mesmerizing eyes,
i still did not know who is this angel living in the skies,
slowly at the corner of my eyes, a tear started to roll out,
i just stood there not knowing what these things are about.

'Hey Honey! Why are you so confused, don't you remember me'
as i heard that beautiful voice, i just fell to my knees,
lifting me up, she said, 'It's ok now, just relax for a while'
I know how eager you were down there to just see my smile.

'Please don't cry and i know how much you are missing me,
the sands of time had run out and i had to set myself free,
but we had one hell of a time living together down there,
though it was only for few days, those are still best I swear.'

'I'm not in your hold anymore, so don't even try to keep,
it had to happen someday, so now please go back to sleep,
Kissing my forehead, she slowly started to pull down my eyes,
lying next to my bed she whispered wake up only on sun rise.

As she slowly departed into the skies, i woke up from sleep,
a whisper from heaven said 'keep all these words soul deep'

'Now you have to move on - you still have many more years,
live happily and stop trying to search me in your tears,
Life is still beautiful and it is not as hard as it seems,
because i have not died 'I'm Still Living In Your Dreams'.
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I'M Your Friend And Not A Foe! !!

Every night he steps out to gaze into the dark open skies, a tear or two is always trying to get free from his eyes, he thinks the heaven possesses an angel whom once he had, waiting for that angel every night, is making him very sad.

Oh Pretty Cinderella, Please show up in the heaven above, why did you leave after filling my heart with so much love, you shared every sorrow with me when i did not need you, now when i need, you don't show up, tell me what should i do.

Gazing into the moon light sky, i see so many stars shine, i'm so perplexed, because i don't know which one is mine, some say when someone dies, they become a star in the sky, so angel why can't i see you though you have said a goodbye.

Oh beautiful stars, even you guys know that my love is true, tell me where is my angel, now that she is one among you, i want to talk to her, tell her not to hide from me please, listen to all these painful prayers i'm saying on my knees.

The night is passing by and the morning dew is due to fall, i still haven't seen you, i guess you haven't heard my call, i will never give up and tomorrow i will be showing up again, the pain is there to see because for me it is hard to explain.

You might not be seen anymore, but you still live in my eyes, life has become so lonely and you don't even seem to realize, time is pulling me along with it, though i'm reluctant to go, but please remember one thing, 'I'm Your Friend And Not A Foe'
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In The Heaven Up Above! ! ! !

Looking into the skies, i dropp a tear to the ground, 
i always hear a angelic voice, but i see no one around, 
everything seems to be in it's place in the dark sky, 
but i'm looking for a angel who left without a goodbye.

Every morning, there would be a cup of tea by my side, 
'Honey! Please Wake up' you would shout sitting beside, 
giving you a tight hug, i would wake up from the bed, 
kissing your lips, i would begin my day marching ahead.

In the middle of work, you would often call up to say, 
Finish your work, come back home soon and don't stray, 
Returning home, i see you waiting for me at the door, 
Smiling you would say there is lot of love in store.

That day was strange, as there was no call in the noon, 
i couldn't hear your voice that always said, come soon, 
As usual i returned thinking you would be at the door, 
but that day you were inside, lying dead on the floor.

All friends and relatives were sitting and screaming, 
i thought this isn't for real and i must be dreaming, 
As i bent down to touch your cute face, it felt so cold, 
with a tear, i realized you are no longer in my hold.

One of your friend, walked upto me and give me a note, 
I'm sorry for your loss, but this is what she last wrote.

'Honey! I'm So Sorry', I always had this pain in my chest, 
i could never tell you this, as i felt myself so blessed, 
i saw a doctor and she said there is a clot in my vein, 
and everytime my heart beats, it leads me to that pain.

Everyday your love and affection would subdue my pain, 
i always had this fear, for how long i'm going to remain, 
but i knew as long as i stay, i would be the luckiest one, 
to a have husband like you and have almost all the fun.

you are the most lovable husband any woman could desire,
but it's time for me to let go off you and fly higher.
Sorry i couldn't call you today honey and i almost cried,
trying to dial your number, i just fell off and died.

I hope you'll forgive me, for i know i shouldn't have lied,
i always wanted to keep you happy and till the end i tried,
i won't be there anymore honey, but thanks for all the love,
someday, sometime we will meet again, 'In The Heaven Up Above'.
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Last Year on this very day, your heart beat stopped, 
ur casket was lowered to the ground and was dropped, 
now you rest there peacefully with nothing to worry, 
sitting here i cry-why you left me in such a hurry.

Everyday coming to your grave, i read out your quote, 
'I will always be with you', that's what you wrote, 
when you said those words, did you really mean it, 
if you did, from this world you would have never quit.

I always admired the roses when they were on your head, 
now i place them on your grave where you are lying dead, 
lighting the candle, i sit there holding onto your grave, 
the pain has taken control over me, making me it's slave.

You might have many beautiful angels to take care of you, 
to go with all the heavenly pleasure god has given u too, 
but can you ever find a soul who loves you more than i do, 
who just to see your smile, can break his heart into two.

On your way to heaven, u did not see what you left behind, 
a love so true, and so divine you turned out to be blind, 
but still why do i feel like lost, or feel like left alone, is it- 
because the one i love is hiding beneath those stone.

I loved you perhaps more than what my heart could do, 
i loved you more than what love could also give me too, 
but still you preferred to see love in the heaven above, 
Please tell 'Is Heaven The Only Place to Find True Love'.
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It Is My Judgment Day! ! !

I can feel the light fading as my life is nearing its end, everyday my soul is being called by that heavenly friend, i can see the portal that lets the dead to walk through, my soul is ready but my heart isn't b'coz it is with you.

Every step taken in the dark, brings me closer to death, a new world is awaiting for my arrival with panted breath, where people are living their life all over from the start, by erasing all the memories of sadness inside their heart.

This journey will eventually take me far away from you, far beyond those tiny stars in the sky that you can view, i'm happy b'coz i can no longer hear the cries of my soul, that would always shout, please let me go and dont control.

I have a book wrapped which would reach you when i die, open the pages and read all the words with an open eye, it would tell you how painfully i was in love with you, how i wished someday you would also say my love is true.

My Judgement day is here and i have left a thank you note, 'My love, please read all the poems and quotes i have wrote, don't think by fading away from life, i will stop loving you, my love is such, i'll even love you from the other side too.

I don't know how the world is on the other side of life, but i'm sure it must be one happy world without any strife, Well, my world has come to an abrupt end, what else to say- its time for me to say goodbye b'coz 'It is My Judgment Day'.
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Everything was just fine, like those stories written in the fairytale books, there was nothing to worry as I lived happily in a world the way it looks, every step was taken carelessly, as I did not have to think about tomorrow, all that mattered to me was, I lived today happily without an ounce of sorrow.

All this changed on that rainy day, when thunders screamed across the skies, lightening stuck terror in the hearts of people as it zipped past their eyes, everything in this world was silenced, except for one voice that sang in joy, while all took shelter, she played with the thunders and lightening like a toy.

I just would not help it, but admire the girl who had the world at her feet, Like a hypnotized soul, I went behind as she endlessly danced on the street, While it all seemed like a dream, she just literally brought me to my knees, As she turned, I caught hold of her hand and asked 'Could you love me please?'

Well, I knew I shouldn’t have jumped into love—no wonder she slapped me hard, that night I looked myself at the mirror and questioned 'Hey! Am I that bad? ', Whatever it may be, she is the girl of my dreams and I’m not letting her go, Someday she will love me and in every corner of her heart my love will show.

Thus the greatest quest of my life began, and I hoped it ends just as early, as I walked through the garden, I bumped onto a girl with hairs so curly, she was little angry I suppose, maybe she has not forgotten that incident, she kicked me pretty bad, and I lied there like a car wrecked in an accident.

With a never say die attitude, I pulled myself up and went hopping around, all of a sudden I ran like a mad dog, as from behind I heard the girl’s sound, keeping myself away at a safe distance, I turned back slowly and saw my love, yelling at me 'You stupid, I will give you a direct pass to the heaven above'.

Nothing in this world comes for free, we need to struggle, what do you say guys, Someday she will feel my true love for sure before this beautiful soul dies, So this quest will continue, no matter how badly I may get bruised at times, I will still write her poems, whether she likes or dislikes my crazy rhymes.

There must be a chemistry between us, if not why would we meet in first place, why would you come in front of eyes that night and made my heart beat to race, everything in this world happens for a reason, so just look into my eyes, there is a true love waiting at your door step, please wake up and realize.
You can hate my love, you can curse my love, you can keep it very far away, no matter what you do to my love, you can always find it lying in your way, You don't have to get really mad at me or blame the almighty sitting above, I'll walk away silently, if only for a second you could 'Just Feel My Love'.

Kumar Kumar
Kiss Of A Tear! ! !

Living in a world full of illusions, and staring reality at a distance, i want to end this life peacefully without giving pain another chance, the tears i cry may never end, be it whether i'm living around or dead, in the pages of history, my love will be a chapter that will go unread.

Life is still going on, holding onto to a future once dreamt in dreams, tear filled lonely nights, unheard prayers will forever go on it seems. Every heart beat seems to sound like a thunder, shouting now let us go, end this miserable life once for all and dont let this pain to grow.

Each step pushes me into a grave, in which i silently fall and smile, though the vision is hazy, death is what i'm looking for all the while, Every grain of sand falling on me, tries to put an end to my tiny tears, surrounded by eternal darkness, your name still echoes around my ears.

Millions of questions were asked, and million answers showed in tears, wiping one after another, days kept on rolling painfully into years, they said god keeps count of every tear that goes off from our eyes, i guess he missed my count, for all my tears doesnt show up in the skies.

Every night i crawl into my mothers lap with tear filled eyes and sit, turning off the lights, she tells stories with only a candle light lit, listening to her mesmerizing voice, my soul journeys into a deep sleep, for a love so genuine and divine, my heart momentarily ceases to weep.

Never did the kiss of a tear seemed so sweet on my broken dry lips, Beautiful moments of life, someday slowly into the memories it slips, they said Love is a feeling to be felt deep inside and not a fear, i did feel, a pain so monumental-broken everyday by 'Kiss Of A Tear'.

Kumar Kumar
Love Flame...

Every time looking into their eyes, they wonder,
what is keeping thier bonding still so strong,
Time has thrown every test it possibly could,
but nothing has made thier relationship go wrong.

They have come across fighting millions of storms,
knowing it is worth if it leads to thier loved one,
they have seen and experienced love in all forms,
stealing the spotlight from others beneath the sun.

Age has caught up with them, with wrinkles to show,
helping each other, they get on their feet and stand,
but still in the air, millions of kisses they throw,
as they walk catching hold of each other, hand in hand.

Over the years, even thier vision has turned a bit hazy,
still listening to the music, they dance on the floor,
for each other's love, they are still very much crazy,
even if they can't see the other person standing before.

Every night he plays her a song from his old violin,
Sitting beside, she shakes her head to his sweet tune,
going back to the memories, that are stored within,
she remembers how she met her love, one day in june.

The journey of love since then has been very sweet,
understanding one another they have come all the way,
with each other's presence, their life seems complete,
and their only wish is to die and together go away.

Every day he prays to god, he has to die before her,
kneeling down beside her man, even she prays the same,
ye know it's impossible to live if one is not here,
this is the catalyst thats igniting their 'Love Flame'

Kumar Kumar
Love Is Full Of Pain Too! !!

Oh My Little Heart, Why are you crying so deep inside, why do you think her love is true, even after she lied, please get out of that grave and let me to live again, drowning in these tears of rain, is making me insane.

There is so much still left, why are you holding me back, let me see the sunshine, don't turn my world into black, come along with me, and from your heart please let her go, i'm left here alone, and you are the only friend i know.

Don't always keep looking at the door that is already shut, the pain is too much for me to let go with a straight cut, let us forget all that has happened till now and move ahead, take her out of your heart and i'll take her out of my head.

You can't live without her and i can't live without you, i know i shouldn't have asked you to let that girl through, She has broken you into so many pieces that i can't count, someday she'll be punished for it is kept in god's account,

Everyday u wake me up from my bed with a tear in my eyes, stop bringing her back into my dreams, and heed to my advice, she is gone, and there is no point in fighting against time, someday she'll realize our love by these words of rhyme.

Life has been harsh to both of us and no one can deny this, till we live, i know she will be the one we will always miss, everything has a flip side in this world and it is so true, love is not only about happiness, 'Love Is Full Of Pain Too'.

Kumar Kumar
Lovers Die But Love Never Dies! !

Every day after his work, he carries a rose in his hand, tears rolling down from his eyes are pounding the sand, with shoulders sinking, he walks into a cemetery near by, the reality hasn't hit him yet, for he thinks it is all a lie.

Although reluctant to go, he is pushed by the wind behind, and every step he takes, brings only her face to his mind, with his feelings fluttering like those leaves on the ground, this musical hymn reminds of her sweet mesmerizing sound.

It has been little over a year since you have been buried, since then everyday an ocean of memories are being carried, living alone is really too painful but there is nothing i can do, other than wait for the day when once again i'll be with you.

Everyone seems to be racing against time, but i'm still here, i can feel your presence, b'coz your whispers even today i hear, i do not want to leave the place, where once you danced around, in every tree, in every path, your presence can be still found.

For him, she is all that you can ask the almighty to give, he wanted to share every moment as long as he could live, but as with every good thing that ends before it's time, she did leave him alone and committed that sinful crime.

Everyday before work, she used to tell him to get a rose, even today he gets her one, for she is still very close, although he keeps the roses on her grave and not on head, deep down his heart, she is very much alive and not dead.

Lighting a candle, he kisses the name written on the stone, and keeps mumbling, as if he is talking to her over the phone, placing the rose, he tries to wake her from her eternal sleep, she doesn't respond to his cries as she is lying down deep.

Near or far, Heaven or earth, true love never leaves our heart, it becomes one with our soul and leaves only when we depart, days will go by, and so are the years as one's time flies, but one whisper will always say 'Lovers Die But Love Never Dies'
Kumar Kumar
Miles And Miles Apart.

Every morning i wake up, and i feel the world around me shrinking,
There is no place to hide, as deeper into the sorrow i keep sinking,
asking questions at a lifeless soul reflecting inside the mirror,
all i see is a forgotten face and eyes filled with pain and terror.

I can no longer push the legs, that don't want to move around the park,
all the journeys have been painful and there isn't a journey to embark,
all these plants and trees stand in testimony for the tears i have shed,
on these rocks you can find my love, once living but now lying down dead.

Thinking she is my world, i had built so many dreams beautifully around me,
now each and everyone of them are breaking, bringing me down to my knees,
My heart is so full of pain that the very thought of her makes me cry,
the air gets gloomy, and every beat of my heart asks 'Why don't you die? '

They all said, we have to take chances for the things we love in our life,
So i kept all my doors opened, hoping someday you will come and be my wife,
But i guess you were smart enough to escape through the doors i had shown,
With time i slowly realized that from your heart i have been slowly thrown.

Not knowing what to do, i wonder how much of time i still have to kill,
there is no one to love nor do i have any more promises left to fulfill,
running from place to place, there isn't a place left on earth to go,
have mercy on a soul lying at your feet and let the heavenly door show.

I thought you created all of us alike, but then why my love is still true,
even after she left saying 'I've found the man of my dreams and its not you',
i would still be happy, even if i could live in her shadows, all day and night,
and die peacefully someday, thinking i have done most wrong things right.

Lets put a full stop, before i drown and kill myself in the ocean of tears,
all have forgotten me, even the one who said I'll always be in her prayers,
when every one has moved on, why am i made to fight a battle of lost cause,
even if i win, i don't see anyone waiting to give me a hug and applause.

I don't know how many years still left, but lets make this journey short,
i no longer wish to live in a world, in which love is played like a sport,
And when i lie down dead, please do tell her to cut open my lifeless heart,
where she would still find my love running for her 'Miles And Miles Apart'.
Kumar Kumar
More Hearts To Be Won (Mother Teresa)

She walked like an angel on this earth,
bringing light into people seeing death,
she had an answer for every broken heart,
whether she was near or standing miles apart.

She helped all the people calling out her name,
leaving behind only happiness in the way she came,
holding hands of people who had committed sin,
she made them to realize, our lord lives within.

She had that magical healing touch in her hands,
that pulled out people buried beneath the sands,
she preached the only way to reach the lord above,
is to communicate with everyone, by means of love.

She gave everything, expecting nothing in back,
by doing so, she put many lives back on track,
she planted seeds of happiness in their heart,
so when they grow, happiness would never depart.

Richness is not about money, it's about our deed,
helping people in need or how many people u feed,
god keeps count of all the good things you do,
so in the end, don't regret you could do only few.

No one becomes holy by only reading the holy book,
it's when you help humanity in the ways she took,
you realize how beautiful this life really could be,
by loving one another, we could see the real we.

Mother you live in our hearts, though you are no more,
you have left your footprints on our heart, to adore,
through time, we have realized we miss you like no one,
plz come back soon, as there are 'More Hearts To Be Won'.

Kumar Kumar
My Destiny Lies In Your Way! ! !

Sitting beneath a river side tree, throwing stones in water, the ripples takes me back to a life i would like to alter, a life filled with some painful memories of love and hate, and how you went away telling-it's all written in our fate.

Everyday i sit and wonder, what's like my future going to be, the future i dreamt of doesn't include anymore you and me, everything that happened between us is now put into the past, the broken promises, the broken heart will haunt me till last.

Every door seems to have closed, there is no way to escape, with all these pain in my heart, the future is hard to shape, Millions of dreams have been shattered with just one word, tears of rain are being dropped everyday without being heard.

I let you go from my mind, but from my heart it is so tough, i had so much of love to give but you thought it's enough, life will never the same without you, but i do still smile, b'coz everyday in my dreams, i walk with you down the aisle.

Every rising sun brings a challenge that is hard to face, every word heard seems to tell 'You are such a disgrace', you just raced ahead into your future, leaving me behind, though i see the sunshine, my world has turned out blind.

Destiny is one word that i never believed from the start, until one day you left and i ended up with a broken heart, now I'm after my destiny, and it seems to be so far away, everyday i get closer, yet i feel 'My Destiny Lies In Your Way'.

Kumar Kumar
My Greatest Gift And My Greatest Curse! ! !

They call me a poet whose words can touch any human heart, no matter whether the person is near or staying miles apart, some say i'm blessed, thats why with the words i always play, and there is a sense of reality in all the feelings i portray.

I don't know whether this blessing i have, is a gift or a curse, will it make my life better or is it going make it more worse, for every word i write, i put my heart through a lot of pain, though it aches, i still continue for this pain will always remain.

Every word is taken from my past, for the future seems so bleak, everytime i hold onto a pen, my heart gets more and more weak, hundreds of poems i have penned down, yet there is so much to write, so many battlefields to cross and so many battles are left to fight.

Though it hurts to write, sometimes they do put me in some peace, going back to the days of happiness, all the pain momentarily cease, a love, that changed my life still lives in the shades of my past, smiling, playing with my heart, a playground that now seems so vast.

I'm not a born poet, i'm again one of the creations of that cupid, who in this game of love, was always made to look like a stupid, for people reading my words, hopefully will realize my pain too, Love is not an easy journey, think before you say 'I LOVE YOU'.

This is a journey i'm left to travel alone till the very end, there will be no hands to wipe my tears or no soul to befriend, when all is said and done, i would have left behind millions of verse, to make people understand, these words were 'My Greatest Gift And My Greatest Curse'

Kumar Kumar
My Last Wish.

In the corner of her room, you will find few beautiful picture frames, in one there is a girl and a boy with 'I love you' written on their names, beautiful moments of life seems to rewind again and again on these walls, for they make her to smile through the difficult times when darkness falls.

There is a tinge of sadness in air as she steps and sits on her table, her eyes seems to gaze into a diary, with 'MY LAST WISH' written on its label. tears seems to flow even before she could read a word from the diary, for she knows the chapters inside are true to life but pretty scary,

The chapters are written by none other than her cute soldier boyfriend, along with the diary came a news, that her boyfriend has met his end, the words may never reveal his feelings but it will show his true love, how he remembered her all the while on his journey into the heaven above.

Opening the pages with trembling hands, she begins to read the lines, 'Hey, How are you my Angel? Hope you still remember my shorthand signs, Things aren't going that smooth over here, there is a war lurking at us, I'm not sure whether I'll see you again, so I have few things to confess'.

'Ever since they posted me on the border, my life has been at high risk, there is not even a second to sleep, with life marching endlessly brisk, yet there is a sense of satisfaction in the work I do, a sense of pride, but there is a fear of whether you and I will walk as groom and bride'.

'I hope I can make it but fate has own way of scripting our life tales, It just tells where you are heading too and after that no more details, but Honey! No matter what happens to me, I want you to always remember this, Heaven or Earth, you are the only one forever this heart will dearly miss'

'I'm not sure whether I have ran out of time, so please listen to my words, don't confine your life within four walls if I don't make it, like those birds, let your soul free, and make a decision for you know life is full of choices, for I will always be around and your soul will always get to hear my voices'.

'Don't break down, when my fellow compatriots lower down my casket at your door, I may lie there motionless but that does not mean in this world I'm no more, just remove the ring on my finger, and kept it safe for its my wedding present,'
i want you to move on with someone else, and not sit down with tears and repent'

'When you will hold someone's else hand and walk down that decorated aisle, I'll shower you with all my blessings and my soul will R.I.P seeing your smile, from the heaven, i will be watching your every step so don't even let a tear go, if you want to see me, look into the dark skies and as a bright star i will show'.

'It doesn't matter how we start things but we always have a choice how to end, i will again take birth deep inside your womb and be your son and best friend, now its time for me to say goodbye, for i know my soul is trapped like a fish, But you must move on with life and fulfill the things written in 'My Last Wish'.

Kumar Kumar
My Only Love! ! !

Pointing at a distant star, i asked can you stay for a while, my angel is about to come and i want you to see her smile, Tell me what do you think and how do you feel about her, is there any star more beautiful than my angel out there.

The star looking around everywhere, said i don't think so, I can't find any other star more beautiful than her to show, You have got the most beautiful of the angles i have seen, i guess for all the angels in the heaven, she is the queen.

Heart Broken, the star shoot across the dark cloudy skies, accepting the reality, it has lost and i have got the prize, As my angel steps in, all the stars seems to run for cover, she is not only an angel but also a god sent beautiful lover.

Turning to moon, i said you always mesmerize with ur charm, mothers point to you, so their child could sleep in their arm, you brighten our path no matter you are quarter, half or round, then why do you try to hide whenever you hear my angel's sound.

For centuries you attracted people standing on the ground, you dominate the dark skies as if there is no one like u around, but don't you ever try to mesmerize my angel with your charms, if you did, you will end up sleeping in her outstretched arms.

Man might land on moon or someday even reach the stars, but only a angel like you could heal those million of scars, i thank god everyday for sending an angel like you from above, right into my heart, where you are and will always be 'My Only Love'

Kumar Kumar
Never Want To Go Apart! ! !

Yesterday never seemed so far,  
tomorrow always seemed so near,  
future always seemed to be ours,  
when you are sitting right here.

Air that i breathe seems so sweet,  
everytime you opened your mouth to kiss.  
winds would blow me off my feet, and  
there was no feeling better than this.

Nights always seemed so silent and cold,  
with time frozen for us to make love,  
warming the body when i'm in our hold,  
even stars turn off thier lights above.

There is nothing like yours or mine,  
we shared everything that we had,  
we let our hearts to forever shine,  
in all circumstances, be it joy or sad.

We knew in life things come and go,  
but we promised to stay together,  
letting each other to know,  
that our love will remain forever.

Everyday we loved as if it is our last day,  
because tomorrow is not always certain,  
i just wanna tell, you will forever stay,  
even if tomorrow draws the curtain.

we can't take away flower's fragrance,  
for it is the place where it belongs,  
no play is without shakespeare’s romance,  
for such is the love every heart longs.

Like the first rays that hit the skies,  
you are the only love to touch my heart,  
no one else seemed so perfect in my eyes,  
and from you 'I Never Want To Go Apart'.
No Heart Will Ever Love You Like I Do...

As long as life calls me, i will be walking in this way, 
when my time comes, i will leave all behind and go away, 
but i wish i could change few things that i can't forget, 
one is our relationship that as remained as a big regret.

Every day i look into a face, that has forgotten to smile, 
legs that used to run now takes eternity to walk a mile, 
an eyes that never used to cry, are now soaked with tears, 
life seems to be so lonely with days turning into years.

I did not stop you because you had your reasons to go, 
i loved u so much that for anything, i couldn't say you a no, 
i wish we could have moved on happily till the very last, 
without you, now this empty space in my heart seems so vast.

I will never say you are the reason behind the tears i cry, 
or the reason this soul might take a journey into the sky, 
but you are the reason for which i'm living on this earth, 
hoping someday you'll return before i leave my last breath.

For me, you're the only good thing that has happened so far, 
this thought is the only medicine i possess to heal my scar, 
no matter how i try to comfort myself, i some how break down, 
you don't seem to realize the pain hiding behind this clown.

Failures are part of life, but why in love it means the end, 
why don't we move on and give our heart a chance to mend, 
hundreds of heart seems to touch me but none are like you, 
it is also true that, 'No Heart Will Ever Love You Like I Do'.

Kumar Kumar
No Longer A Stranger To Love! ! !

Of all the beauties i have come across, you are the best, your smile, your eyes is what sets you apart from the rest, i can't get you out of my thoughts even while taking a nap, will you be mine forever and close all these intolerable gap.

Ever since i saw u that morning, i seem to have lost my mind, everywhere i go, everywhere i turn around, you're the one i find, life has become so colorful as if i'm walking on those rainbows, i have become so crazy, i even try to run behind ur shadows.

Dreaming always about you, i sometimes go and hug a tree, thinking it is you, i put my arms around and don't let it free, kissing all over it with so much of passion, makes me to bleed, i miss you so much and it is true that you're in my every need.

Walking back home, i always bump into the road side lamp posts, thinking it is a garden, i sit in graveyards and, talk to ghosts, even the open sea seems to be like a beautiful heaven to me, only when i start to drown i wonder'Oops! how did i fail to see'.

How did all these things start and why it ended up in my heart, i don't have a clue but i don't want these feelings to depart, even if i say how i feel about you, it would still be incomplete, but it is true, you are the one i need to make my life complete.

After my mother, you're the only girl i loved more than my life, i hope it is written in my fate that someday you'll be my wife, i always dreamt about love looking to the stars shining above, thanks to you, i feel as if i'm 'No Longer A Stranger To Love.'

Kumar Kumar
Once in a while there comes an angel in our life, who touches our heart in each and every possible way, with her smile, she puts an end to our everyday strife, and goes away from us even before a word we could say.

You were one such an angel whom i saw few years back, with just one look, you made me to realize what i lack, like the cold breeze that the distant sea could bring, U made me to hear the sweet melody that love could sing.

You showed me the way to walk into an everlasting bliss, there could be no other feeling sweeter than your kiss, your words gave me all the answers i desired in my heart, the feelings u gave, i guess no one else could ever impart.

Life seemed so colorful, so beautiful when u were around, i no longer felt like I'm standing on the grassy ground, when we were together, the heavens would open the sky, to let us see all those beautiful stars shining so high.

In you, i found the meaning for my existence on this earth, U pulled me out of the darkness and showed me my worth, all the dreams i had in the sleep, seemed only to say, even a second without you, my soul would no longer stay.

Like every good thing that comes to an end, u did leave me, all alone in this world, and set your beautiful soul free, even before i could realize the extent of your love, you stretched Ur hands and reached the heaven above.

When u showed me heaven, i never thought u would reach first, without u, from my eyes everyday thousands of tears burst, everyday i know u send Ur blessings from the heaven above, but i don't want anything in life, just give me back your love.

Even though i could not say how much you meant to me, there is a place in my heart where forever you shall be, through time i have realized no one can take that place, your love was such i guess 'No Love Could Ever Replace'.

No Love Could Ever Replace! ! !
Kumar Kumar
No More Tears To Cry! ! !

Every second somewhere in this world, a heart is broken, somewhere a soul departs, with words of wisdom unspoken, Somewhere the thunders are silenced, with sounds of tears, somewhere every second is lived, with a feeling of years.

Every minute somewhere in this world, a new love is born, somewhere a happiness is just dying waiting to be reborn, somewhere a heart is imprisoned in someone else soul, somewhere a life is heading toward an end without control.

Every hour somewhere in this world, a journey is stranded, somewhere the roses are taken away and thorns are handed, somewhere a dream is broken to be carried away by the waves, somewhere a mercy is seeken, yet no one comes up and saves.

Every day somewhere in this world, some face fakes a smile, somewhere the sleep is lost, with every night turning hostile, somewhere questions are unanswered and doubts are uncleared, somewhere the clock has frozen and darkness is always feared.

Every night somewhere in this world, prayers are being made, somewhere the pain is released with a cut from the blade, somewhere holding a pillow, someone is missing their love, somewhere the gates of heaven are being knocked, to travel above.

Every year somewhere in this world, someone loses the race, somewhere someone fades away even without leaving a trace, somewhere a new star proudly holds up its place in the sky, finally someone is happy, as there are, 'No More Tears To Cry'.

Kumar Kumar
No More...

100's of days have gone by and i will let another 1000's of years to go, but i seriously doubt whether my heart will even for a second let you go, 100's of steps you've taken forward and 1000's of steps i've taken back, for you wanted the future where as i still wanted to hold on pasts back.

100's of dreams have been broken and 1000's of dreams are everyday born, for i die for each broken dream and live again for every new dream born, 100's of lonely nights have passed and 1000's of nights are yet to show, through the dark skies, someday the heavenly portal will eventually show.

100's of tears have already flown and 1000's of tears are on their way, with every tear trying to fill the foot prints you had left on your way, 100's of words have been said and 1000's of words are yet to be spoken, but ur heart has already turned numb to all the words i had once spoken.

100's of prayers have been made and 1000's of prayers are still stuck, battling between life and death, i dont know what to ask, so i'm stuck, 100's of pieces have been buried and 1000's of them are still in line, just give me one final push, so i cross over to other side of the line.

100's of battles have been fought and 1000's of battles are expected, losing one after another, only scars are left to show as you expected, 100's of drops of blood have been shed and 1000's are yet to fall, you can smile aloud, when this mighty Romeo will eventually die and fall.

100's of I LOVE YOU's have been said and 1000's will remain unspoken, with a heart as good as a rock, it's always better to leave them unspoken, 100's of people may love you today and 1000's may love you even more, someday your heart will strive for my love, which then will be 'No More'...

Kumar Kumar
Once Upon A Time I Had Your Heart!

My heart has been added to the list of broken hearts,
your love might end here but my love for u just starts,
Someday, Somehow you'll realize what you had lost in me,
when you do, i might have reached a place you can't see.

In this battle of love, you have lost and i have won,
but still you get all the honors, happiness and fun,
you go about as if nothing has happened in your life,
forgetting you had once promised to be someone's wife.

Everyday thinking about you, a tears goes from my eye,
for every tear, i seek an answer looking into the sky,
i did not do anything wrong by falling in love with you,
for you to think my heart should be broken into two.

Even though my stay on this earth is only for a while,
i would still do anything to just see your beautiful smile,
walking down the memory lane, everything will seem fine,
but in between you and me, there will always be this line.

You will always live in my heart, but not as a regret,
a feeling, an angel, that even if i try, i can't forget.
Someday thinking about me you will be extremely sad,
than I'll realize what you missed, from things you had.

I did not lose anything by falling in love with you,
but you lost a love that in every sense was so true,
i will live rest of my life, if not happy, at least sad,
with a feeling 'Once Upon A Time Your Heart I Had'.

Kumar Kumar
Our Love Is Still True...

I can hear my angel calling me from heaven every night, she is feeling lonely and she wants to hold me tight, she has gone to a place where only death can take me, but only time knows when to set this painful soul free.

Every night i search for my angel looking into the sky, i know she is out there, but is hiding i don't know why, i can feel her tender hands caressing through my hair, saying why are you searching dear, when i'm always here.

No star in the sky seems to tell me where you really are, have you have gone to a place that is beyond those stars, every night i go to bed hoping you will show up tomorrow, when the tomorrow comes, i end up with only more sorrow.

I still can hear your voice, can feel your presence around, every song played is like listening to your hearts sound, everything seems real, when in reality it is just a dream, with every dream, my heart just melts like an ice cream.

I don't have anymore work here, i just want to come above, i want to take u in my arms and once gain feel your love, enough of these lonely nights, painful days, tearful eyes, its time god opens the door for me to enter the skies.

I know you are watching my every step from the heaven, so i guess you still remember all those promises given, you know very well, in this world i can't live without you, so open the gates and prove 'Our Love Is Still True'.

Kumar Kumar
Peacefully We May Lie! ! !

He lived deep within the woods, staying away from all,
playing with animals, they were the only friends to call,
some liked him, but as a stranger he remained to many,
there were smiles all around, but he could not have any.

He studied in the local college, near by the river side,
no one used to talk to him, as he was always kept aside,
but one girl had a very soft corner for him in her heart,
she stared endlessly, until into the woods he would depart.

Everynight through her window, she would see a faint light,
that twinkles beneath the moon shining bright and white,
she knows the man of her dreams is living there all alone,
deep within she is worried whether her love will be known.

After darkness sets in, on a piece of paper, he would write,
the girl sitting front, i couldn't take her out of my sight,
she is so pretty that i always get her cornered in my eyes,
is it just a dream or she is really an angel in disguise.

Each one had so much of love for the other in their heart,
they couldn't tell as they thought the other one is smart,
days kept rolling out, and then came the day for their prom,
finally they met and talked, like where they are really from.

Even after saying many goodbyes, they stood at the same place,
their hearts were being exchanged even without a embrace,
as the moon came out to shine brightly above their head,
they confessed thier love, to only see their face turning red.

They tattooed their names deep beyond any force could erase,
their love was such, someday in books they will hold a place,
they always dreamt of a fairytake ending found in stories,
shining for eternity like one of those stars, the sky carries.

As they were playing in the woods, the girl's dad came around,
he and his men, were suprised to hear a very similar sound,
slowly as they crept in, they were shocked to see them together,
talking about their love and how they want it to last forever.
Angry at what's happening before, they tied the guy to a tree, with tears rolling from her eyes, she couldn't set her man free, taking the logs thrown around, he was beaten black and blue, angrily she said, 'Daddy! It wasn't his fault, i loved him too'.

Bleeding profusely he knew, that he had reached the end of light, stretching out, he wanted to hold his angel one last time tight, with tears joining the blood, he patiently held onto his breath, his Juliet stood there helplessly watching her Romeo's death.

Finally everything turned dark and he embraced into god's love, silently she watched her man's soul, talking a journey above, everyone were smiling thinking what a good deed they have done, with heart broken, her teary eyes turned towards her dad's gun.

Pulling out the gun from her dad's waist, she shot on her head, smiling she said, 'you've lost dad b'coz together we are moving ahead. now you'll realize daddy, how it hurts to see your loved one die, atleast dig our graves together, so that 'Peacefully We May Lie'.

Kumar Kumar
Remote Control! ! !

I stepped on many sharp thorns, but it never really pained, they all seemed like roses to me, as long as you remained, nothing hurts me ever since to you my heart was handed, now i don't even know where the broken pieces have landed.

You always told me everything in this world is played fair, but in this game of love, i feel like seated on a wheel chair, crippled and paralyzed, i can feel the tears that my heart cry, every beat says to me, lets leave this world forever and die.

U made me to smile at my tears, saying they were not mine, now they seem to be only my friend standing across this line, birds still sing, the horizon still looks beautiful as ever, will i be the same person i once was, i don't think so-never.

In your presence, tomorrow always seemed to be in my fist, now everyday i live, as if in this world i don't even exist, dancing to the tunes of the wind, my life is still going on, with only tears left, i wonder where have the happy days gone.

Failures are the ladder to success, thats what many believe, so i stepped on the ladder, but still nothing i could achieve, Where ever i turned, Ur face would zoom past my teary eyes, with a thud i fall back onto the ground, and never again rise.

I can't say i lost u, because it was you who choose to go away, but you still live in these broken pieces like a bright ray, something that brightens my heart but darkens my inner soul, i feel like a robot controlled by you with a 'Remote Control'.
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Swimming across the first ocean, i met my friend-tears,  
he has been living there all alone for now many years,  
he keeps count of all the little tears that i have shed,  
on every tear, her name is tagged and my future is read.

Swimming across the second ocean, i met my friend-peace,  
he left me the day my heart broke into million piece,  
sitting on that island, he keeps the broken pieces whole,  
and will hand over it to me, when i depart with my soul.

Swimming across the third ocean, i met my friend-night,  
he lives there holding onto all my dreams ever so tight,  
every dream showcases a portrait of my never ending love,  
a love thats destiny seems to lie in the heaven above.

Swimming across the fourth ocean, i met my friend-smile,  
he left me the day she refused to walk down the aisle,  
he captures all the sadness that lies beneath my face,  
and keeps them safely in my memories for me to chase.

Swimming across the fifth ocean, i met my friend-fears,  
everytime i try to go in search of her, he just appears,  
he stands in my way, with the sign that signals THE END,  
for my heart is damaged way beyond any force could mend.

Swimming across the sixth ocean, i met my friend-time,  
he seems to have deserted me after i did that crime,  
a crime of loving someone more than what i could do,  
now i’m just waiting for that portal to let me through.

Swimming across the seventh ocean, i met my friend-fate,  
love is a hard journey, and not all can enter this gate,  
in every journey undertaken the pain will always remain,  
to succeed you have to cross this 'Seven Oceans Of Pain'.
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The Cries Of My Baby.

You had left behind a cute sweet little soul on your way into heavens,
She is now blossoming into a beautiful rose like those in the gardens,
In a world which did not give me anything other than assurance of pains,
She has become a source of happiness, an oxygen on which my life sustains.

Every morning I wake up and walk up to her bed to see her beautiful face,
She just stands up with a nice smile and jumps giving me a tight embrace,
For a moment I forget all the pains hidden deep inside my broken heart,
She is my inspiration, a hope on which every morning a new life I start.

Though like a puppet my moments are controlled by the sorrow inside,
She just brightens my nights, with her innocent antics by lying beside,
There is always this look on her face, which says you are still alive,
Always whispering to me 'She is your life, and please for her survive'.

Every time she sees you in the photo, she turns and slowly gives me a kiss,
No matter how much i love her, you will be the one she will dearly miss,
Whenever she runs around the home, I feel she is always on the look out,
Searching for her mummy in all corners, thinking she is just hiding about.

How am i going to answer the questions someday she is going to throw?
She is definitely going to ask me, 'Where is Mama, Dad? ' as she will grow,
There is always a fear, for how long i can lie to her you're still around,
From the time she was born, she has been desperate to just hear your sound.

I will fulfill her every desire but how am i going to get her Mama back,
Every time i see her crying, my heart just breaks and my days turn black,
I know you are watching her every move sitting up there in the heavens,
Make sure this rose sees only sunshine and doesn't wither in the gardens.

It is hard to understand my life's tale but I will try being her best Dad,
No matter how painful life gets, I'll always be happy for her and not sad,
Someday you will be forced to come down to earth; I am not sure but may be,
For I know, you won't remain quiet for long hearing 'The Cries of My Baby'.
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The Dangerous Journey Of Love! ! !

Love is a one way journey, in which it is easy to get in, every heart makes this journey, hoping someday they win, some hearts never stop and make this journey way to far, and realize their mistake, only when they end up with a scar.

Every heart walks thinking their destiny is in this way, building dreams upon dreams, every night and every day, from their lips hundreds of prayers goes into the skies, hoping to meet their love, every time they close their eyes.

Some get stranded in the middle, not knowing what to do, the pain begins to creep in, to break their heart in two, the path that was once was thought to be a bed of roses, seems to turned into a nightmare, as all the door closes.

Still some pursue their dreams, hoping they will make it, shedding blood and tears all the way, and never say i quit, overcoming all the barriers, some somehow make it through, to just hear those three magical words, which is I LOVE YOU.

Some set their soul free by embracing death with their hands, writing another love chapter as they sleep beneath the sands, they had no other option, as their journey signaled THE END, their hearts were broken beyond any force on earth could mend.

This is one journey, in which each step teaches something new, millions take this journey but successful journeys are few, still many make this journey, ignoring the warning from above, this is not summer trip, it is 'The Dangerous Journey Of Love'.
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The Invisible Tears Dying In His Eye! ! !

Everyday he wakes up and puts a fake smile on his sleeves, starting his bike, saying a bye to all to the office he leaves, there is never a dull moment when he is around, many seem to say, no one realizes the tears he hides to bring a smile in his way.

Waves of sadness everyday seem to pound his broken dark heart, yet tears never show up for they die from where they start, many challenge him saying 'Someday you will cry for certain', a few more tears and his life will pull down all its curtain.

He is always among people, yet there presence is never really felt, there are hardly any complaints for the way his life has been dealt, like Saturn's rings, his life is surrounded by rings of sufferings, many a times his petition for death has failed in god's hearings.

Though the clock has ticked past midnight, he still stays up late, he seems to be the only one around, as he keeps staring at his fate, she may have thought what an ugly thorn doing next to a rose like her, but she doesn't realize he always stayed beside when no one else were.

Packing his things, he slowly gets back on his bike with a known fear, all the way back to home, his eyes are going to shed a million tear, even the deserted roads seems to laugh at him and add onto his pain, for on these very roads there are so much of memories still remain.

The road has been tough with some bumpy rides and deep falls, but he just kept on calling her name, breaking all the walls, for many, he will just pass by as person who never knew how to cry, But i hope his angel realizes 'The Invisible Tears Dying In His Eye'
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What My Love Was All About! ! !

Sitting alone in this dark room, confined within walls of pain,  
i try to recollect all those happiness hiding within my brain,  
albeit they are very few, it still puts a smile on my face,  
every tear signals the time has come to give up my place.

Reading all these lovely mails that you had once sent to me,  
brings back the memories of true love we used to always see,  
I wish you could still hear to all the words my heart speaks,  
all the blessings, all the happiness from the heaven it seeks.

All these moments of separation is not only breaking my heart,  
it has pushed me to the edge of this world and saying to depart,  
everynight i set out on a journey searching for u in my dreams,  
hoping someday even in your dreams you'll also hear my screams.

I have lost so many things in my life, but still i never cried,  
i have come across many failures in life, still i always tried,  
i know i have lost you for eternity and can't get you back,  
it's like watching my destiny train derailing from it's track.

You've always been a happiness that never made me to smile,  
you've always been a love, promised to only stay for a while,  
you've always been a dream that never really belonged to me,  
you've always been a pain, that even if i try, can't really set free.

you're standing at a distance where even if i try, i can't reach,  
it's like watching the sunset sitting near the river side beach,  
Someday you'll turn around and walk in the way u walked out,  
then with a tear you'll realize 'What My Love Was All About.'
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Everynight a piece of my heart is broken and is sent back to me,
my heart is still imprisoned in her and is not completely set free,
Every piece coming back tells a tale of broken dreams and tears,
when will i have my heart back-is it going to take hundred years?.

Submerged in silence, i don't even hear the pieces coming back,
with so much of sadness, all the red pieces have turned black,
marching into the hole, that was made when you stole my heart,
every piece is trying to reorganize themselves from the start.

I thought you might light up my heart-instead you set it on fire,
they are not some funny gadgets for you to take out your ire,
but still as much as i can feel the pain, i can also feel the love,
for every little piece, you still seem to be an angel from above,

On every piece, i can see so much of hatred, anger, tear and pain,
y they don't love me anymore, for they have so much to complain,
i know i handed them to a girl, where they never really belonged,
sorry guys, but for me she looked like an angel i always longed.

Welcoming the pieces, i make way for them in my lost soul,
it is going to take a long time before they can again be whole,
Every piece is worried about their friends they have left behind,
because be it happiness or sadness, they all stayed combined,

If love was meant to end with broken pieces, i wouldn't have tried,
i would have quit this game and let someone else to be hired,
i made the wrong choice, for love should be seen with open eyes,
i turned blind to it and now in life 'With Broken Pieces I Realize.'
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You Might Find An Angel Too! ! !

The sun has finally settled down, for the moon come and shine,
i am just sitting at the table, admiring an angel of mine,
the candles are lit and all the roses are kept in its place,
they seem so beautiful, because in every rose i see her face.

The dark open skies seem to proudly own so many tiny stars,
everytime i look into her eyes, i feel they all are just ours,
it is so pleasing to rest my head on her motherly shoulder,
bringing back the innocent smile i had when i was a toddler.

She is the rainbow who adds color to my mind, body and soul,
i stood there silently smiling, when my little heart she stole,
from day one i knew, she was my journey and my heart's destiny,
she stood apart from the rest, even though she was a bit skinny.

Every second spent with her, feels like a never ending dream,
her smile eases all my pain, no matter how hard it might seem,
she is like those clouds, that melts above to bring rain down,
even amid hundreds of people, i feel only she is always around.

We had our share of fights, but still she is only one i adore,
i love her a lot b'coz a wave can't be kept away from its shore,
climats change and ice keeps melting and leaves keeps falling,
till my last breathe, her name is one i will always be calling.

No matter how broken, her presence itself does all the healing,
it is indeed very true, first love is such a pleasant feeling,
Some say love is a struggle and many seem to believe its true,
just keep smiling b'coz at the end 'You Might Find An Angel Too'.
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You'Ll Only Remain In My Prayer! ! !

Oh my love, will you always be there whenever i call,
catching hold of my hand whenever on ground i crawl,
free this heart from the pain that has been mounting tall,
by leading it to a world filled with love, care and all.

At nights when I'm alone, i always look into the skies,
hoping someday you'll dropp by to end my painful cries,
there is a world of my own and u can see it in my eyes,
so step into that world of mine before this soul dies.

With every second that goes by, i miss you even more,
you have taken over my heart like no one did before,
i feel one heart is not enough to love and i need four,
so that your heavenly beauty i can completely adore.

I can't even imagine a life without you by my side,
millions of dreams are just dying every day inside,
my destiny lies in your path and only you can guide,
turn those tears into roses on the way i just cried.

The time is running out but I'm still waiting just for you,
hoping someday you and me will finally make it through,
but why do i feel this heart will remain broken into two,
and in every piece my love for u will always remain true.

I try to forget you with a smile but end up with a tear,
life has taken me very far but you still remained near,
countless nights and days i have spent with this fear,
that forever in my life 'You'll Only Remain In My Prayer'.
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Your Love Will Forever Live Again! ! !

Whenever i'm left alone, a slow music just falls on my ears, 
i feel someone saying'Thats enough, now Please come up here', 
You had your share of sorrows, and its time to make you smile, 
just follow these lights shown to you and walk up the aisle.

I know you were born to love and never meant to die for it, 
isn't this pain enough, please come to me and say now i quit, 
i'll give all the happiness that always shied away from you, 
the portal is open now, make your decision and walk through.

I'm sorry to say but your life is heading towards no where, 
going round in circles, pain is the only thing left to stare, 
everyday a piece of your heart drowns in the ocean of tears, 
yet, you walk about silently saying to yourself, who cares.

For people seeing your smile, will never understand the pain, 
but not me, for i was the one who pushed you into this drain, 
all along, you just smiled and took everything in your stride, 
forgiving all those people who just hurted you and always lied.

Your soul was never meant to love, but i justed wanted to try, 
now i realize how foolish i was, for i ended in making you cry, 
for a soul as beautiful as the one you have, you must now leave, 
your place is not here, heaven is the place where you must live.

Why you are still waiting for that girl, it is difficult to know. 
but i have decided to end your misery, so just let your soul go, 
there will come another time, when i will let your love remain, 
and i'll make sure, this time 'Your Love Will Forever Live Again'
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